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Evolution Recruitment Solutions is an 
award-winning executive search firm 
specialising in IT recruitment. Our candidate 
search capability involving our proprietary 
software lets you gain access to the 
best-matched candidates in the market.
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TALENT LIGHT

An efficient, cost-effective and innovative recruitment solution

An efficient, cost-effective and innovative
recruitment solution for lean businesses

At Evolution, we know that identifying the right talent for small 
businesses requires a different approach. That is why we introduced 
Talent Light, aimed at addressing your hiring needs at a fraction of the 
investment required for a full-fledged recruitment service.  Talent Light 
enables you to:

Growing and expanding a company is exciting, but the process of hiring 
talented people to take the company to the next level can be daunting. 
For SMEs and start-ups, the need to hire fast and hire right is crucial 
because:

• your company’s growth depends on it. 
• every new addition to your team can change your company’s DNA.
• small businesses require hires with a unique set of qualities.

Committed to helping people and organisations realise their potential

“Hiring challenges faced by small
businesses are different from
those of large companies. That is
why we employ a specially
tailored approach at Evolution.”

Jake Bridge
Client Solutions Director

Hire fast Hire right Avoid high costs of a
full-fledged contingency

search service

Fill multiple
positions quickly
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How we help clients

Contact us at (+65) 6511 4080 to find out more

Working with you to create a great recruitment experience

We are committed to helping people and organisations realise their potential. With our deep knowledge and expertise in 
IT recruitment, you get access to best-matched candidates available in the market. With the best talent on your side, you 
gain the competitive advantage to bring your business forward. 

Brands we have worked with:

One affordable solution to power your recruitment process

With Evolution’s Talent Light, you have an award-winning IT recruitment 
specialist managing these aspects in your recruitment process.

Creating your
Employer Value 

Propostion with you
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*Optional add-on
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